Conversational spoken dialogue systems that interact with the user rather than merely 1 reading text can be equipped with hesitations to manage the dialogue flow and the users' attention.
user feedback or handling interruptions. It could thus be stated that these systems are less interactive 148 than they should be. They perform their tasks, but cannot do anything conversational beyond that.
149
Addressing the adaptivity and interactivity issue, a strand of research evolved that aims to 150 develop conversational dialogue systems that are capable of talking instead of merely reading out 151 pre-defined responses. One key feature on the way to more interactivity is incrementality. 2 As 152 described in section 2.2, human dialogue does not work like a ball-tossing game, but rather 153 simultaneously: Responses are planned while the interlocutor is speaking. It can be shown that 154 limited-domain dialogue systems can make use of incremental processing to achieve human-like 155 interaction speed [24] .
156
Hesitations are a useful feature for incremental spoken dialogue systems. On the one hand, these 157 systems might need to buy time for re-planning and can use hesitations to do so. On the other hand, 158 the incrementality enables the system to hesitate immediately and flexibly. To develop conversational 159 dialogue systems, various approaches have been proposed, with incremental processing, with 160 various forms and functions of hesitation and with both incrementality and hesitations.
161
[3] built an incremental system based on general, abstract model for incremental processing [25] 162 that employs turn-initial hesitations ("eh...", "well...", "wait a minute...") to buy time to generate a 163 response (or in this case: time for the wizard to type the answer). This system exploits the fact 164 that hesitations do not commit content to the conversation, they can literally be used as fillers to 165 bridge gaps in dialogue. [26] conducted an experiment in a driving simulator, during which a virtual 166 assistant told the driver about appointments on that day. It was shown that a system that hesitates 167 by means of silences whenever a difficult situation occurs, improves both the participants driving the user has to decide whether she wants to continue the interaction or not. Interestingly, this usage 172 of hesitations is contrary to many other studies that highlight the usefulness of hesitations to gain 173 attention and to continue interacting. [1, 2] use hesitations (silence) as a user-oriented strategy, based on observations of the human 175 interaction partner. They investigated the effect of self-interruptions as a strategy to regain the visual 176 attention of distracted users in a smart-home setting with a virtual agent. They showed that insertion 177 of silence whenever the attention of the users shifts away, has a positive effect of the attention of 178 the user, but at the cost of less positive subjective ratings. In a similar scenario the authors could 179 show that incremental information presentation leads to a better task performance [28] . Whereas the 180 authors could show that listener-oriented insertion of hesitations (in this case: silences) has a positive 181 effect on the interaction, the self-interrupting agent was perceived less friendly in all three studies.
174

182
[16] found that hesitation lengthenings, as long as they are shorter than 800ms, have a positive effect 183 on users' task performance in a game setting.
184
All systems presented here reported positive effects on the interactivity. Not all systems 185 evaluated speech synthesis quality, but those that do report negative effects. This hints at a 186 shortcoming, a trade-off between interactivity and sound quality that is a key issue for current and 187 future research in this field. An off-line evaluation study [29] suggests, that different hesitations In this study, we explore incremental spoken dialogue systems. It is worthwhile noting that it was recently demonstrated that an interactive system capable of handling interruptions can be built without incremental processing [7] .
perceivable. In a follow-up study [30] showed that even corpus annotators with the task to label 194 disfluencies miss up to 80% of lengthening instances that can be identified with semi-automatic 195 classification. This makes lengthening a promising candidate for application in conversational 196 dialogue systems.
197
Based on the assumption that the underlying reasons for hesitations are similar in dialogue 198 systems and humans, and in the light of the positive effect hesitations have on the interactive 199 capacities of dialogue systems, we will explore a hesitation strategy for dialogue systems that 200 generates a suitable hesitation initiation, overall duration and phonetic structure, and is based on 201 observations of hesitation strategies in conversations among humans. Doing so, we hope to improve 202 our system regarding subjective ratings compared to [1, 2, 28] , by using a smoother hesitation insertion 203 strategy that will not, as we hope, evoke a notion of rudeness. Given the insights summarized in section 2.3, we now propose an elaborated and dynamic 207 hesitation insertion strategy, that can be evoked (1) while a dialogue system is speaking, (2) and 208 that determines the best entry point, given an event of hesitation, (3) and the best temporal extension 209 of a hesitation. In this section, we walk through the details of the algorithm that can be seen as our 210 general model for hesitation insertion in dialogue systems. In section 3.2, we give details on how we 211 realized the implementation of it for this study.
212
The aim of the strategy proposed here is to buy as much time as possible for the speaker, by 213 lengthening words in the articulatory buffer and inserting silences. Only in severe cases, where even 214 more time is needed, will other measures, such as fillers, be employed (cf. Figure 1 ). This approach is 215 governed by technical constraints. The choice to prioritize lengthening and silence is due to the simple 216 fact that they can be synthesized with better sound quality [29] , the absence of which is a weakness 217 of many incremental systems. Moreover, this strategy is motivated by the general assumption stated 218 in 2.2 that suggests that a hesitation is always initiated by lengthening the phonetic material available 219 in the articulatory buffer. The strategy depicted in Figure 1 can be summarized as follows: While an event of hesitation is 221 active, execute the following steps: When the hesitation ends during any of these steps, the original speech plan is resumed. If all steps 227 have been run through without the event of hesitation ending, resort to different measures. In the 228 following, we walk through the individual steps in more detail.
229
While event of hesitation is active. As described in section 2.1, there are various reasons for 230 hesitating. Any of these reasons could be accounted for in a dialogue system. It could also be a 231 wizard-of-oz setting, where there is a "start" and a "stop" button to delimit the event. • Lengthening prefers closed-class ("function") words.
238
• Lengthening prefers, in this order, nasals, long vowels and diphthongs, short vowels, other 239 non-plosive sounds. 3
240
• The extent of the lengthening is governed by the elasticity of the phone in question.
241
The lengthening continues until the phone has been stretched to its maximum, or until 242 hesitation mode ends, whichever occurs first. 
255
• Wait for hesitation event to end.
256
• Re-enter the loop or parts of it to buy more time.
257
• Repeat parts of previously uttered speech to buy more time (cf. Example 1).
258
• Resume own speech plan if possible, despite event of hesitation is not over. 
Implementing the algorithm
260
In the following, we describe how the individual concepts of the model described in the previous 261 section 3 are realized in this study. 
Event of hesitation
263
In this study, we define an event of hesitation as the time interval a user does not maintain 264 eye-contact to our virtual agent. This is based on one of the reasons from section 2.1 -change in 265 dialogue environment. We deploy hesitations as a user-oriented strategy (cf. The latter is language-specific. In some languages, plosives can be lengthened (e.g. Swedish) in others not (e.g. German).
4
For a more elaborated analysis of pauses and their duration, see [34] . This definition for events of hesitation also governs the strategy for continuation. In this case, it 270 is simply waiting for the hesitation to end, i.e. the user looking back. 
Lengthening
272
Lengthening is the starting point for hesitations. The appropriate target syllable is selected from 273 the words in the buffer. We included a lookahead with a 5-word limit, in order for the hesitation 274 not to start too late after an attention shift. That means that the best target is selected from the 275 upcoming words, but no later than 5 words after the trigger. Based on the preference hierarchy for 276 lengthening targets described in the previous section 3, our system iterates over the buffer, searching 277 for the optimal syllable (i.e. a nasal in a function word), increasing the tolerance for less appropriate 278 targets with each iteration.
279
The duration of the lengthening is inferred from mean duration values from previous corpus 280 studies, from which a so-called stretch factor is deducted. This factor is calculated by generating
281
Gaussian random numbers with the mean duration and standard deviation for each phoneme. The 282 highest number from 10,000 samples is selected and divided by the mean duration. This factor reflects 283 how much a given phoneme needs to be stretched in duration to achieve its average maximum. This 284 factor was additionally multiplied by 1.5 for this study, because, as it is the nature of lengthening, the 285 original duration increase was barely audible. 
Fillers
287
Due to technical problems, fillers are not included in our main study. Four participants were 288 recorded in a condition with fillers, but it became apparent, that the negative impact on sound quality 289 is too great for the time being. This issue will be addressed in future studies. As will be described in 290 section 4.2, we explored the usability of data with this preliminary "full hesitation" version. 
Silences
292
As fillers are left out, the main study operates with only the first silence. In the general model,
293
it is designed to last 1000ms. In our implementation, the duration is variable as we wait for the user 294 to re-focus. (In the exploratory condition with fillers, the first silence lasts for 1000ms and the second 295 silence lasts until the users re-focus.) The strategy for hesitation synthesis described in section 3 is evaluated by means of a task in 306 which the participants have to perform a memorization task. A virtual agent provides a background 307 story and instructs the participants to look for hidden treats at seven different places in the apartment.
308
The dialogue system underlying the virtual agent is implemented in two different versions: one Our hypotheses for this experiment are: 313 1. We expect memory task performance to benefit from the presence of hesitations.
314
2. We expect that presence of hesitations influences user ratings of perceived synthesis quality.
315
(Undirected) 316 3. We expect no negative impact of the presence or absence of hesitation on the system's likability. 
Methods
318
We use a between-subjects design, i.e. each participant interacts with the system in either the 319 baseline condition or in the hesitation condition. Before the main study starts, participants are asked 320 to fill out a declaration of consent to be recorded. In addition, they must complete a short memory 321 test, in which they are presented a pre-constructed audio file containing ten words produced by a 322 synthetic voice. The voice is MaryTTS's [37] German female HHM voice with no further modification.
323
The words are German nouns that fall into five categories (professions, food, sports, buildings, cities), 324 two in each category. Each participant is presented with the same words and order of words. They 325 are then asked to say aloud as many of the words as they can remember. The resulting memory test 326 score is surveyed with a checklist for later comparison to the recall rates in the main study, in order to 327 calculate task efficiency (i.e. how good did participants perform relative to their memory capacity).
328
The main study is set in the kitchen and living room of the smart home. As a platform we use the to show facial expressions and to pay attention to the current focus of discourse by looking at it.
333
As soon as a participant appears in front of Flobi, it starts talking (cf. figure 2) . It first introduces 334 itself and the apartment and then instructs participants about the task they are to perform: Each 335 participant is asked to search for treats that have allegedly been hidden in various places in the 336 apartment (cf. figure 3) . The agent lists all potential hiding places, asking the participant to memorize a code for use in the questionnaire, (3) A music beat being played for two seconds.
345
As soon as the agent has finished the instruction, the participants start investigating the possible 346 hiding places. They are asked to call out each place before looking at it, to ensure that they remember 347 the places and that they do not search the entire place and find things by chance. The interaction is 
357
The entire interaction is recorded via four cameras mounted on the ceiling of the apartment.
358
In addition, various system events for later analysis are collected (for further information about this 359 process refer to [42] ).
360
The collected data were entered into a generalized linear model (glm) with finding rate as 361 dependent variable, hesitation condition as fixed factor, memory test score, gender and age as control . This is to take into account the users' There was actual visible construction work in the apartment at the time of the study, which inspired this narrative. 
Results and discussion
374
We recorded 37 trials with 24 female and 13 male participants in total. Participants were recruited 375 on the university campus and via campus-related social media. Mean age was 24.6 (SD = 4.2). Two 376 participants had to be excluded from the analysis because their language competence did not suffice 377 to follow the instructions correctly. 17 participants interacted with the baseline system (ten female and 378 seven male), and 14 with the hesitation system (ten female and four male). These 31 trials provide the 379 core for our analysis. In addition, four participants (three female and one male) were recorded in the 
397
We conducted t-tests for an effect of hesitation condition on each subjective ratings of the five key 398 concepts anthropomorphism, animacy, likability, perceived intelligence and safety. The factor hesitation 399 condition had no significant influence on any of the user feedbacks regarding these concepts, cf. [1] . This effect appears to be lost in this study, as participants 405 reported that they rather liked the system, which is also reflected in the questionnaire data in both 406 conditions (cf. Figure 5) .
407
Regarding the adaptivity, most people did not report anything in the baseline condition; some 408 people had the impression that the agent followed their gaze (which is not the case, but the agent 409 looks into the directions of the places he talks about, and users are likely to look in the same direction.)
410
In the hesitation condition, many participants noticed the hesitations, but could not figure out what 411 triggers them. Some reported that they like this feature, as it grants more time for searching, but most 412 others were put off by the disfluent delivery: In total we have negative sound quality feedback from 413 13 out of 18 participants that were recorded in the hesitation conditions. In the following interview, 414 however, the notion was rather that the adaptivity is positive and promising for the future, given 415 improvements in the technical realization. As the tendencies observed for finding rate and efficiency failed to reach the 0.05 significance 418 level by only a small margin, we hypothesized that the effect might reach significance if more trials 419 were recorded. As we have at our disposal four recordings with the full hesitation condition (cf. Figure 4 ). This suggests that there is indeed an impact of hesitations that needs to be considered. We assume 425 that these effects will be confirmed in a follow-up study with a bug-fixed version of the system and 426 with more participants. The results gathered here point in expected directions: Speech synthesis quality suffers from the 429 presence of hesitation, but task performance appears to benefit from it. The evaluation of subjective 430 ratings on the five key concepts as well as qualitative evaluation of user feedback suggests that the 431 hesitation algorithm tested in this study is acceptable. Thus, for the first study we can state that 432 hypotheses (1) and (3) can be accepted for now, and with respect to hypothesis (2), the results suggest 433 a negative impact of hesitations on user's perception of synthesis quality. 
Experiment 2: crowdsourcing-based evaluation of hesitation synthesis
435
In order to assess the quality of the hesitation synthesis in a non-interactive setting, we conducted 436 a parallel online crowdsourcing study. In this evaluation, we used a more traditional approach to 437 speech synthesis evaluation, namely a classic MOS-scale rating task without any interaction between 438 participants and system. This is done in order to shed light on our underlying assumption that an 439 interactive approach to synthesis evaluation indeed may lead to different conclusions with respect to 440 synthesis quality. Our main hypothesis for this experiment is undirected, i.e. we do expect a different 441 outcome in terms of speech synthesis quality than we achieved in experiment 1. We do not make any 442 claims about the direction of this hypothesis, as the non-interactive setting may have unforeseeable 443 effects. So far, our only expectation is that the result will differ from the interaction study. there is a tendency for stimuli to be rated as slightly less pleasant when hesitations are present, this 502 detrimental effect is not perceived to be significantly strong by listeners in the classic non-interactive 503 approach to speech synthesis evaluation. Of course, most MOS-type analyses rely on within-subjects 504 designs. It is possible, that participants would have rated the stimuli containing hesitations as 505 less good when given a chance for a direct comparison with a stimulus not containing hesitations.
506
However, our aim was to test the influence of an interactive task on speech synthesis ratings. A 507 within-subjects approach would have made such a comparison impossible.
508
General Discussion
509
This study yields several insights that demand discussion. We improve the conversational 510 capabilities of a dialogue system by integrating a strategy for dynamic insertion of synthesized 511 hesitations. The experimental results suggest that hesitations are a useful and viable strategy in 512 interaction with users, as they increase task efficiency. Our evaluation is, however, not limited to 513 objective assessments of the system as a whole, rather, we also assessed subjective system ratings via 514 participant feedback.
515
Of special interest in this study is the feedback on speech synthesis quality. In addition to the 
527
Out study highlights this point. As can be seen in Figure 6 , there are two main differences 528 between MOS-ratings after interaction and after the non-interactive crowdsourcing evaluation: First, 529 stimuli are generally rated better without prior interaction, second, the presence of hesitation only 530 makes a significant difference in the interaction study. The reason for this discrepancy lies in the 531 nature of the two experimental settings. The crowdsourcing experiment uses neatly pre-constructed 532 stimuli, the interaction study adapts and enhances the stimuli on the fly with spontaneous speech 533 phenomena. The latter will cause artifacts that detriment the synthesis quality, which will be noticed 534 by users and reflected in their feedback. This is the general problem with synthesis evaluation: use the dialogue system evaluation to infer something for speech synthesis quality, or make offline 541 evaluations more interactive. There is no obvious way to get precise first-hand user feedback on 542 synthesis quality from an interaction study, as the interaction cannot be interrupted in between to 543 ask for feedback. Neither can task performance measures from the study be used to directly infer the as a gold standard to be reached in interaction via further development of the system. Non-interactive 557 MOS-based evaluation, however, maximally reflects the opinion of a user testing it in a disembodied 558 way without the application it may be designed for.
559
Turning to other objectives of this study, it is to be asked what our evaluation results tell us about 560 the actual system that we tested.
561
It is in general satisfying that there is a tendency towards more task performance and efficiency.
562
The detrimental effect observed for synthesis quality, in turn, highlights the need for improvement.
563
The fact that some of the effects can be attributed to the fact that the technical realization of our 564 hesitation model yielded some audible artifacts, gives rise to the question if a simpler strategy could 565 not have achieved the same thing. It may appear unnecessary to develop and implement a complex 566 model that yields technical problems that could have been avoided by simply being silent. In a 567 previous study that used silence only as an attention-driven hesitation strategy [2] , an increase the 568 visual attention and hesitations in terms of silence increase the task performance was noticed at well
569
[28], but the hesitating system was perceived as comparably less friendly. This is an effect that we 570 cannot observe in our study -the presence of hesitation has no detrimental or beneficial effect on 571 perceived friendliness. Also, feedback gathered in the comments section of the questionnaire and in 572 the short interview after the study suggests that people regard the adaptive strategy of the system 573 positively, despite the fact that many are rather put off by the disfluent speech delivery. This suggests 574 that the general approach to overtly indicate system hesitation is a promising extension for (virtual) 575 agents' dialogue systems, and doing so with more sophisticated methods than plainly being silent is 576 credited by users. In a follow-up study we will explore further the applicability of our model with 577 some extensions regarding the realization of hesitations in order to minimize the irritating effects 578 reported for this first prototype.
579
To conclude, given some necessary improvements on the technical side, we expect the hesitation 580 model to have future application and we will explore that in follow-up studies. The evaluation itself 581 also needs improvements; synthesis designed for interaction needs to be evaluated in interaction.
582
It is, as of now, one of the greatest challenges for the speech synthesis community to develop and 583 establish evaluation paradigms that allow to go beyond pure MOS scales. Lengthening durations are determined as described in section 3.2.3. Stimuli for the baseline condition 600 are the same, except without lengthenings and pauses.
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